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About the
Listening Fund
The Listening Fund is an England-wide partnership
which aims to make the youth sector more
accountable to young people. It currently funds
nine youth organisations to improve their listening
practice. Ten young advisers will be making further
grants in late 2022.
The Listening Fund is supported by the Blagrave Trust,
Children in Need, the Esmée Fairbairn Foundation,
National Lottery Communities Fund and the Tudor
Trust. The Listening Fund partners, funders and
young advisers are committed to sharing practice
and challenges from across the Fund. Collective
Discovery, the Fund’s learning partner, provides
support to facilitate, document and share learning
both within the Fund and with other interested
organisations and young people.

Practice Papers
Collective Discovery has developed Practice Papers to bring
together insights and learning from practitioners, primarily
Listening Fund partners. They draw on the experience of

organisations and individuals, engage with questions raised

by practitioners and provide guidance intended to strengthen

and bring greater coherence to approaches across the sector.
For this topic, the organisations we spoke with recognised

that young people engage with them through a wide range
of voluntary, paid and unpaid activities. This Practice Paper

summarises practices that can support those navigating key

considerations when paying young people and those who wish
to develop an approach to paying young people consistent

with their values and goals. It draws on the discussions from a
workshop held on 26th April 2022 with Listening Fund partners
and funders on navigating paying young people.

Thank you!
In order to pull together this paper we spoke to
and engaged both partners and funders involved
in The Listening Fund. Thank you to WeDon’t Settle,
Become, Carefree Cornwall, The Foyer Federation,
Gendered Intelligence, Kent Refugee Action
Network, LEAP Confronting Conflict and The Mix for
their time and rich insights into how, when and why
they pay young people.
We would also like to thank the participants in the
online workshop that we held on April 26th 2022
who shared their experience and for the young
people who shared their thoughts in a focus group
discussion with Carefree Cornwall.
This paper was written by Vic Langer and Cecillia
Makonyola for Collective Discovery, the Learning
Partner of the Listening Fund.

Introduction to
Paying Young People
The work of youth organisations increasingly
centres young people and their lived
experiences. As a result, young people are
more actively involved in the decisionmaking processes and the work of youth
organisations. From co-creating programmes
to sitting on recruitment panels, delivering
training, producing media content and much
more, the young people who were once seen
as ‘beneficiaries’ are now an integral part
of driving organisations’ impact. With this
increased involvement, questions have arisen
about how to navigate paying young people.
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This paper explores
the following questions:
• Why are we paying young people?
• When are young people being paid?
• H
 ow are we having conversations with young people about payment/
compensation?
• How much are young people being paid?
• How are young people being paid or compensated?

‘Whether we like it or not, money can sometimes
translate into value. And when you’re working
with marginalised young people – they are
often expected to give a certain level of labour,
whether that is emotional labour or sharing their
experience, completely for free. We need to help
them to value their own labour.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG PEOPLE
28TH APRIL 2022
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Why are we paying young people?

Young People
have unique
insights to bring
to the work
Recognises that
young people
are shaping and
delivering key
objectives

Removes barriers
and levels the
playing field

Why?
Appropriately
recognises the
importance of
the contribution

Reflective of
organisational
values

An antioppressive
approach

‘We need to align any policy with our values as an
organisation. Our focus on young people’s capabilities and
assets and the importance of ensuring equity in terms of who
can access opportunities.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022
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When are we paying young people?
Different organisations have come to different

Young people consulted by Carefree Cornwall

when not to. All organisations distinguished

taking part in activities and making friends was

for the youth organisation and when they were

echoed the sentiment that there was value in

answers about when to pay young people and

shared a range of reflections. Some felt that

between when young people were ‘working’

enough of a “reward” for participating; they

using/accessing its services.

participation in itself and that ‘you shouldn’t just

Organisations were clear about paying young

come to more groups if they were paid to attend.

people when they used their skills and expertise

pay people to turn up.’ Others said they would

to support a piece of work, particularly if these

Where young people are being trained or

members. Examples of when young people have

organisations did not feel it was appropriate

or creating media content.

organisations were keen to lower the barriers

There was less consistent practice in relation

pocket expenses.

activities were usually carried out by paid staff

growing their personal and social capital,

been paid include being on a recruitment panel

to pay them. In these instances, however,

to whether young people should be paid for

to involvement by paying all potential out-of-

‘participation’ activities. Organisations explained

In a focus group discussion the young people

intended to strengthen the relationship between

of when they should be paid depending on who

introducing payments would make these

young people, they should not be paid (e.g.

concerns that payment might overtake other

people’s shadow board) but if they were taking

changing the nature of the relationship between

training social workers) then they should be paid.

that activities focused on participation are

felt there could be a distinction made in terms

the organisations and young people and feared

they were helping. If they were helping other

interactions feel transactional. There were also

benchmarking forums, peer mentoring, young

incentives for young people’s involvement,

part in activities that were helping adults (e.g.

the young people and the organisations they
were interacting with.
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Practitioners may wish to consider the
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‘You have to be careful not to turn
something that young people feel
positive and enthusiastic about
into something colder or more
transactional by bringing in payment.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

•	Who is benefiting from the young person’s
involvement and how?

•	If the young person is benefiting – are they

benefiting beyond access to a service that your
organisation provides e.g. receiving training as
part of the opportunity?

•	Does the inclusion or leadership of young

people in the process increase the value /
quality / likely impact of the work?

‘We are trying to figure out the
conditions in which we pay young
people and when we do not and how
we pull together our policies and how
our values shape that.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

- Are they receiving training as part of the

opportunity or are they accessing a service
your organisation provides?

- Are they giving their time and skills solely for
the organisation’s benefit?

•	Is everyone else involved in the work being paid
for their time, skills, insight and contributions?

•	What impact will paying young people have on
equity/power dynamics in the conversation?
- Will it support them to feel and contribute
more equally?

‘The feedback we had from our focus
group on payment was that people were
engaged because of the social aspect
and also the opportunity for training.
The voucher was a nice thank you as
an additional thing but it wasn’t always
what they wanted. But there was some
nuance – for some people it was really
important to them and the choice (to be
paid or not) is important too.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG

‘There can be a bit of fear around
paying young people – the idea that
if we pay one young person – then
does the organisation have to pay
everybody? Or what do we do if a
funder won’t cover the costs or we
don’t have the money to continue
paying young people on a project at a
certain point.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

‘One of the hardest thing to work out
is how to budget for paying young
people when they are involved in a codesign or co-production process that
is evolving and you want to give space
for their engagement to grow.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022
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‘Talking about money is hard. Money is
a symbolic or material representation
of power. There are power dynamics
at play when talking to young people
about payment as well as social and
cultural factors. There are lots of ways
in which institutions make it difficult
to normalise talking about money –
and this can be harder for particular
people – if you are younger, from an
ethnic minority group or a woman – it
can be seen as a lot less acceptable to
be asking questions about money. But
the only thing really worse than talking
about money – is not talking about it.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

‘There is a need to make sure that
the staff who are having the most
contact with young people are trained
and able to answer questions around
payment really well. We have to make
sure we are not putting young people
in a position where they have to
advocate for payment because I know
a lot of young people wouldn’t feel
confident or comfortable doing that.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

‘We have a responsibility to model
for young people how to have explicit
conversation about money and to
value themselves.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022
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‘We should create open and
transparent forums for talking about
payment when we are bringing it in.
Rather than have the management,
staff and board discuss it and then
tell the young people how it is going
to be. But it is important to balance
this with managing expectations and
organisational constraints.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

‘The discussion with young people
about payment shouldn’t be
transactional – but part of a wider
process to enable young people to
make informed choices about what
they want to do, how much they want
to participate and when they want
withdraw or stop engaging.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

‘It is important that there is an option
of a one to one conversation about
payment. There can be a group
dynamic where everyone’s saying I’m
happy to do this voluntarily and there
is someone in the group thinking I was
relying on being paid or the money
would be really useful.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022
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How are we having conversations
with young people about about
payment/compensation?
Many organisations do not have a written
policy, or a generalised practice, which clearly
communicates their approach to paying young
people. This can lead to conversations that prove
difficult for young people and staff members.
Staff members in different functions of an
organisation may have different perspectives on
paying young people. Internal discussions about
the practicalities of paying young people, and joint
problem solving, are therefore just as critical as
discussions with young people.

Key Considerations:
Practitioners may wish to consider the
following before talking to young people
about payment (if there is no policy in
place) or consider developing a policy
based on these considerations:
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•	Where there is a paid opportunity available,
ensure fair and transparent recruitment

approaches and be clear about who can
apply/be considered.

Where there is organisational confusion or

opacity, young people may receive inconsistent
information, staff members might make

commitments they may not have the authority
or information to fulfil. These factors can leave

young people feeling confused, unable to make
an informed decision about opportunities
available and potentially disengaged.

Key Considerations:
Practitioners may wish to consider the
following questions when talking to
young people about payment:
•	How you can minimise the power dynamics

in any conversation about payment in order
to create a space that enables the young

person or people to speak freely about their
•	Be clear at an organisational level about what
is possible by way of payment before starting
any conversation with the young person/
people. If this means you have to delay the
conversation be transparent about why and
how long the delay will last.
•	Be consistent in the options that you offer to
young people i.e. if you are offering cash to
some young people then that choice should be
available to all young people.
•	Consider the individual circumstances of young
people in order to understand the implications
for them of being paid and to ensure you can
support/advise them appropriately. There are
different implications paying a full-time student
who is living with family than for a young
person who is unemployed, living in hostel
accommodation and in receipt of housing
benefit and universal credit.

expectations and concerns? Consider socio-

cultural and personal factors that may affect

young people’s ability to talk about being paid
e.g. some young women may be less likely to
ask for payment.

•	Is the payment intended as a thank you, as a
way to enable participation or as a condition
of a grant? Explain why payment is being
offered, if young people understand the

organisational decision making and thought
processes, they will be able to make a more

informed decision about whether to take up

the opportunity. This can also help to manage
expectations around ongoing and potential

payment in the future i.e. some opportunities
might be paid and others not depending on
funding and nature of the work.
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•	Does the young person fully understand the

implications of payment for them personally?
particularly for young people who may have to

KEY PRINCIPLES underpinning Become’s
approach to paying young people

signpost young people to relevant advice.

Become, who work with children and young

Make sure any implications are clear,

pay tax on the payment, and be prepared to
•	How will the opportunity benefit the young

person beyond any payment? Be clear that

the payment is not a reflection of the young

person’s worth or value to the organisation or
the decision-maker, it is just a recognition of
their effort.

people in care and young care leavers, have
developed the following principles:

•	Young people should never be out of pocket,
or financially worse off, through accessing our
support.
• Young people must be able to make an
informed decision around choosing to get paid
or not (likely to be affected by the interaction
between payment and benefits).
• Payments are offered in an open and consistent
manner.
• Young people will be paid for their individual
contribution based on personal experience
(rather than as a representative of another
charity where they work).
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How much are young people
being paid?
In the organisations that we spoke to there was

a range of different approaches for the amount
that young people should be paid.
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Key Considerations:
Practitioners may wish to consider the
following questions while navigating
what to pay young people

There was consensus that young people should
be paid at least the real living wage. This is

currently £9.90 per hour outside of London and
£11.05 per hour in London (May 2022 figures). It

should not be confused with the national living

wage which is the new term for the Government’s
minimum wage and is set at a lower rate.

Variations to this approach included,
young people being:

•	How might the amount young people are

paid influence their sense of worth both in the

present and in the future? Consider that young
people:

- May feel the level of payment reflects their
intrinsic value.

- May interpret the level of payment as a

reflection of their skill i.e. market value for their
labour/skillset.

- Might make comparisons between their pay
•	Taken on as employees with their pay being
linked to the organisation’s salary scale.

•	Given the opportunity to decide (collectively or
individually) what they should be paid, up to a
value of £15 per hour.

•	Offered bursaries of £250, £500 or £1000

depending on the commitment required, that
could be used by the young person towards
their personal development.

•	Offered £10 for half and day and £20 for a full

day as volunteering (out-of-pocket) expenses.

Not all of the young people in the organisations

that we spoke to were paid in cash (see below for
payment approaches).

Young people considered the level at which they
should be paid if workers attending alongside

them are being paid (such as sitting on interview

panels) and suggested for that there should be a
set reward for these type of activities.

and that of their peers or role models.

•	Does their input involve emotional labour e.g.
from recounting their lived experience?

- If so, is additional support also required inkind?

•	How sustainable is the level of pay and is this
supported by clear communication?

•	Has the level of pay been benchmarked

against other local organisations/providers
and how does it compare?
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Paying Trustees
The Government rules on this are quite clear:
“When you become a trustee, you volunteer

your services and usually won’t receive payment
for your work. Generally, charities can’t pay

their trustees for simply being a trustee. Some
charities do pay their trustees – they can only
do so because it’s allowed by their governing
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‘We pay all the young people involved
in our work a flat fee – we don’t
differentiate between the different
types of work and we feel that it is
more equitable. There is also a degree
of simplicity for us and the young
people involved.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

document, by the Charity Commission or by the

courts. If you wanted to pay trustees for their roles
as trustees you would have to get permission to
do so from the Charity Commission.”

However, this doesn’t stop you from paying for

the full cost of any out-of-pocket expenses for

the trustee, including meals outside of the home,
travel, accommodation, childcare, and it doesn’t
stop you investing in the skills development.
Many young trustees bring very valuable

experience to the table, but might not have sat
on a board before or have relevant financial

or organisational or HR experience. As part of

strengthening the effectiveness of your board
you can invest in the development of trustees

to improve their ability to perform their role. This
includes training.

‘When we start working with a new
group of young people – we offer them
the chance for an accountant to come
and speak to the group to address
any potential issues or concerns
about how this could impact on the
other payments that people receive or
whether it could affect their tax returns.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022
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How are young people being paid /
compensated?
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Examples of how organisations have

structured their ways of paying young people
are outlined below:

Interviews and feedback highlighted this as
one of the most challenging questions for
organisations to navigate.

Paying Cash

The Freelance Talent Pool
This approach is modelled on how the

organisations works with adult freelancers.

Opportunities have specific briefs and young
Where young people had been consulted by

organisations, many said that they preferred

cash payment. Where there were no concerns
about impact on benefits entitlement young
people were paid as either:

•	
Contractors or freelancers - This is the most
common approach. Typically young people

provide an invoice for the agreed amount and

people would submit a brief expression of

interest and would be appointed based on

their relevant skills and experiences. The sort of
activities might include co-delivering training,
design work or producing content for the

organisation’s social media. Given the personal
circumstances of the young people engaged
with this organisation, these were not paid in
cash, but in training or equipment.

then they receive the cash or be paid by BACS
transfer. Where young people were earning

more than £1000 (in total from all earnings)

Paid Internships or Apprenticeships

they are required to register as self-employed
with HMRC and to make arrangements for

paying tax. Most organisations signpost young
people to the relevant online information but
do not provide individual advice.

•	
As employees - Where young people had

specific job roles such as youth ambassadors
or where young people had secured a staff

role in the charity - they are paid the agreed
amount through payroll, and pay tax and
national insurance as appropriate.

This approach involved developing specific paid
internship roles or apprenticeships and these
were targeted at the young people that were

engaged with their charity. They were be paid

the London living wage in cash. Apprenticeships

were paid up to the 30 hours a week whereas the
internships were paid depending on the role and
hours worked.

Acting as Influencers for partner
organisations
One organisation had a relationship with a

corporate partner where a young person was

paid directly by that corporate partner in cash

for their social media influencing work. They were

paid £300 a day which was in line with how much

the corporate partner paid their other influencers.
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Non-Cash Payments

Paying Under 16s

Many used vouchers (see box below for
more information) but others paid for access
to equipment or personal development
opportunities such as attending training courses
and conferences. One organisation explained
that it allowed young people to build up credit
amounts based on how much work they had
done for the organisation and this would then be
used to pay for participation in a training course
or conference selected by the young person.
This might also include covering the costs of
accommodation and board at these events.

A question raised by some organisations was
how to pay people under the age of 16. There are
rules on child employment if you are regularly
engaging under 16s in this way. Organisations
that we spoke to who engaged under 16s paid
them in vouchers. As under 16s are not subject to
tax or national insurance there are no additional
considerations that need to be taken when
using this approach. Often these vouchers were
for notional amounts rather than relating to an
hourly rate.

An alternative approach from another
organisation was to provide young people with
equipment or resources that they would need to
participate in the activity ranging from data/phone
credits to allow the young person to participate
online or a device such as a tablet. At the end of
the engagement the young person could keep the
tablet as a thank you. Some young people in focus
groups suggested vouchers can be a good form
of payment as they impose limits on what they
can be used for and giving money might be a bad
idea as it can be spent it on anything.

‘Often there can be fear around
paying young people – there can be
concerns about doing the wrong thing
or something that isn’t legal. There
can also be anxiety about the level of
administration and the information
needed to do it well. Having a policy
or principles can help organisations to
work this through.’
WORKSHOP ON NAVIGATING PAYING YOUNG
PEOPLE 28TH APRIL 2022

The challenge of vouchers
Some of the organisations that we spoke to about
how they used a range of gift vouchers to make
payments to young people, understanding this
to be a way around the young people paying tax
or having an impact on benefits. This is an area
that needs to be quite carefully navigated by
organisations, and is especially important about
how it is communicated.
Where people earn income or pay that is provided
in the form of vouchers that can be exchanged for
goods or services (such as gift vouchers etc) then
these are subject to tax and income regulations
and need to be reported to HMRC or the DWP
through relevant forms. Where the voucher is given
as either a regular or irregular gift, and is less than
£250 in value then it doesn’t need to be declared.

However, this gift is not a gift for payment of
services, and it cannot be contractual. It must be a
voluntary gift from the organisation providing it to
the recipient.
We know through these discussions that many
find the language of reward or gifts in exchange
for the young person’s participation hard to
swallow, because they feel that it undervalues
the contribution made by the young person to
the organisation. Each organisation will need
to navigate this challenge. Talking through and
making sure that the young people you work with
have all the information (see above on talking to
young people) is a good place to start.
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Further Reading
www.mind.org.uk/media-a/4743/mind-lived-experienceinflunce-and-participation-policy.pdf
This is a real-life policy example from mental health charity MIND
about their approach to paying people with lived experience
that you might find helpful when navigating this issue.

www.scottishhumanrights.com/media/2251/paidparticipation-report-vfinal.pdf
The Scottish Human Rights Commission has produced this very
comprehensive report that provides a significant level of detail
around navigating the tax and benefits system. The rules they
talk about apply equally to England and Wales.

www.hannah-paterson.medium.com/paying-decisionmakers-a04ee07e0a35
This blog from Hannah Patterson at the National Lottery provides
insight into how the Lottery approach paying decision makers.
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